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Dear Parents 

 

On behalf of the governors and staff, I would like to welcome you and your child to All Saints 

Church of England Primary School. 

 

This prospectus has been prepared to outline the organisation of the school, the curriculum, and 

facilities. In addition, I hope you will gain a flavour of the school and a sense of the open and 

friendly atmosphere that we aim to promote, and that is commented upon by many visitors and 

parents. 

 

All children bring different characteristics, backgrounds and experiences to school with them. 

For this reason the staff work hard to build on these experiences in order for the learning to 

develop naturally and easily. We are proud that our Captivating Curriculum engages children in 

learning that is exciting and relevant to their lives, and supports children in ‘Learning to embrace 

the future.’ 

 

At All Saints we provide a stimulating and well-resourced learning environment where children 

come together to develop skills and acquire knowledge for life. Children learn a great deal 

through being together, and we aim to recognise and value the achievements of all while 

maintaining high expectations. We place great emphasis on developing self-motivation and 

self-esteem in support of achieving our aim for children to reach their potential. All children need 

to experience success in order for them to grow in self-esteem, and within our secure Christian 

community they will gain lifelong independent learning skills. 

 

We aim to create strong links and a working partnership between home and school so that 

parents are fully informed of their child's progress and are involved in supporting their learning. 

 

I would like to draw your attention to the Admissions Policy of the school. The policy offers two 

categories for admission – community places for those families living within the local area, and 

foundation/family places for those people who wish their child to receive a Christian based 

education. Please read the enclosed policy for a full breakdown of the criteria. Further 

information regarding admissions can be obtained by contacting the school. 

 

We encourage you to visit the school so that we can speak with you, and show you more of 

what we have to offer your child. Please telephone for an appointment. You will also find our 

website complements this prospectus, providing further information and photographs: 

www.allsaints.w-sussex.sch.uk   

 

Yours sincerely 

 
Mrs Susan Costa 

Headteacher 

 

 

 

 

 

N.B. All information is correct at the time of going to print. 

 

http://www.allsaints.w-sussex.sch.uk/


 

 

Mission Statement 

 

“Seeking God in all we do” 
 

 

 

Aims 

 

At All Saints CE Primary School you will… 

 

 

 

 Be in a welcoming and safe place 

 

 Develop healthy and happy relationships 

 

 Be part of a wider community, developing respect                   

for others and the world around us 

 

 Be valued as an individual and develop your own ideas 

 

 Enjoy different ways to learn 

 

 Be motivated and challenged by our                           

Captivating Curriculum  

 

 Celebrate success, learning and achievement 

 

 Learn about God and see his relevance in your life 

 

 Experience living Christian values 

 

 Be learning to embrace the future 

 

 
“The school’s mission statement, ‘Seeking God in all we do’, underpins every aspect of 

its work, so that all members of the community are valued, cared for and supported.” 

                                                                                (OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 



 
“Thank you for all the effort from all the teachers during our daughter’s years at All Saints.                

She has enjoyed her time here.  We endeavour to ‘Seek God in all we do’ as a family  

and you have played a great part in making it possible” 

                                                                                                       (parent comment) 

 

Our School 

All Saints Church of England (Aided) Primary School opened in September 2001 and caters 

for pupils from Reception through to Year 6 in single age classes. There are 210 pupils on roll 

when full. 

 

Set in attractive grounds the school is proud of its outdoor environment where learning is 

enriched through a range of facilities including: an outdoor classroom, growing beds, 

gardens and allotments, a natural pond with decking to enable pond-dipping, a 

woodland fire circle, orchard, two playgrounds, and a large playing field.  The outdoor 

learning environment supports teaching and learning across the curriculum, as well as 

providing quality playtime experiences. 

 

The school offers facilities of high quality comprising: 

 Purpose-built Reception class base with outdoor area and interactive whiteboard  

 6 Further class bases with access to outdoor learning and interactive whiteboards  

 Music/drama studio  

 New, modern and inspiring central learning zone with portable and tablet 

technology  

 Library with computerised lending system  

 Hall equipped for Physical Education  

 Group learning areas   

 Reception and Administrative suite  

 

 

“Pupils learn in a happy, calm, friendly atmosphere. One pupil 

summed up pupils’ views by explaining that ‘Teachers make learning fun.’ ” 

                                                                                (OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 
 

 

 



Admissions 

 

Children start school at the beginning of the school year in which they are 5. There is a 

short staggered entry in September for all pupils so that they are welcomed and settled 

appropriately. Home visits led by the class teacher support transition and help develop 

the school and home partnership. 

 

All pupils may start school full time but we recommend that younger, summer born, 

children begin part-time (mornings only) and then build up to full time attendance 

when ready. Parents have the right to defer the start of their children joining school 

within the county guidelines. 

 

The Admissions policy offers places in two categories – 15 community places for families 

living in the local area, and 15 foundation/family places for people who would like their 

child to receive a Christian based education. Please read the enclosed admissions 

policy for a full breakdown of the criteria. 

 

Information on how to apply for a school place in West Sussex may be found at 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/education-children-and-families/schools-and-

colleges/school-places/   

 

 

“I’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone involved in making 

 All Saints School a wonderful place for children to be –  

a credit to all staff and children.”    (parent comment) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

“You are passionate about providing high-quality experiences for pupils                                

across the curriculum.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/education-children-and-families/schools-and-colleges/school-places/
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/education-children-and-families/schools-and-colleges/school-places/


Liaison with Parents 

 

 

“Parents are fully involved in the life of the school.  

The school communicates well and provides quality information”                                                                                                      

(Parent survey comment) 
 

 

We feel that the effective education of children relies very strongly on a joint 

partnership between home and school.  A number of occasions are organised when 

parents are supported in building this partnership: 

 

 There is a good induction process which helps children and parents become familiar 

with the school and its staff 

 Newsletters are published each month and these keep parents informed of the 

school’s activities  

 The school website provides information regarding the curriculum, newsletters and 

dates: http://www.allsaints.w-sussex.sch.uk/  

 Teachers meet parents whenever the need is felt to discuss and support individual 

pupil circumstances 

 Early in the autumn term there is an Information Evening, when parents are given 

information about the year ahead and class routines. Staff are available to answer 

any questions parents have 

 There is a “Six Weeks In” transition meeting in October for all new parents to discuss 

the first few weeks and provide feedback to school   

 In the autumn and spring terms individual parent/teacher consultation 

appointments allow parents to see the class teacher in confidence and discuss their 

child's progress. Children's learning is also available for parents to view. 

 In the summer term parents receive a written report of their child's progress and 

attainment. Parents are offered the opportunity to discuss this report with the class 

teacher if they wish 

 Information coffee mornings and evenings enable us to explain school policies and 

curriculum initiatives. These take different subjects as a focus to guide parents to 

understand how we approach aspects of work in school. They` include calculations 

in mathematics, approaches to reading and writing, and the safe use of a range of 

information technology to support learning across the curriculum.  

 

 

 

“Staff and governors have a clear vision for the school that promotes the achievement of 

every pupil within a caring community based on Christian values. There is a strong culture 

of nurturing and support, as well as high expectations.”                                                                                                                                         

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

 

We like to involve parents in the life of the school.  Parents may help in a number of 

ways: through helping in classes, in the library, in the school grounds and gardens, or 

through the Parent Teacher Association are just a few. All volunteers are required to 

hold a satisfactory Disclosure and Barring check. 

 

 

http://www.allsaints.w-sussex.sch.uk/


 
 

 

The Curriculum  

Children enter school in the school year in which they become 5. In the Reception year 

they follow a curriculum designed for the under-fives. This is part of the Early Years 

Foundation Stage. From Year 1 the curriculum is based on the National Curriculum.  

Areas of study are planned so that all children develop key skills and knowledge and 

build on previous experience as they move through the school. 

 

Our aim is to offer a Captivating Curriculum that makes learning irresistible to children. 

The teaching staff actively seek to make links between subjects and we focus on 

developing pupils’ creativity and their potential for original thought and action across 

the curriculum. In this way many subjects are linked through topics and learning 

journeys. A variety of teaching methods are used including whole class, group, paired 

and individual work.  

 

During the year we have occasional days/weeks when the focus is placed on a 

particular subject. These have included a successful Maths problem-solving week, 

REspect (understanding others through RE), Who Do We Think We Are? week 

(geography, history and citizenship), and a whole school Carnival parade celebrating 

the Olympics in Brazil. 

 

 
“Pupils have extremely positive attitudes to learning. They know what is 

expected of their learning and behaviour. They gain confidence in a nurturing 

environment with high expectations and, as a result, are well prepared 

academically and socially for their next steps in education.” 

 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Our Curriculum is built around achieving the vision 

 

‘Learning to embrace the future’. 

 

 

We have developed a rich and vibrant Captivating Curriculum that is… 

 

 Motivating and inspiring  
Stunning starts, fabulous finishes, the outdoors, rich resources, trips and visitors 

are all used to bring the curriculum to life 

 

 Exciting, active and enjoyable  
Children learn best when they are engaged in their learning and having fun, 

and are part of a collaborative learning community 

 

 Inter-linked 
Subjects are linked within topic themes, providing a sense of purpose, so that 

children learn how subjects combine in the real world  

  

 Diverse  
We are all individual; we all learn in different ways and deserve learning 

tailored to our individual strengths and needs 

 

 Deep 
A broad range of activities immerse children in areas of learning, and 

memorable experiences ensure that children embed knowledge and skills 

 

 Progressive   
Knowledge and skills are developed through exciting opportunities which 

meet everyone’s needs and build skills for lifelong learning 

 

 Full of opportunity 
Children explore, investigate, and are able to follow their personal interests, 

supported by a rich range of resources and technology  

 

 Underpinned by key learning skills  

Independence, communication and collaboration are actively encouraged 

and guide learners in developing skills for life 

 

 Outstanding at celebrating success and achievement  
Children are encouraged to share what they have learned in a purposeful 

way with a range of audiences 
 



 

 

 

“Biblical values are the foundation of the spiritual, 

moral, social and cultural education. 

They lead to a captivating curriculum 

which lights the imagination of staff and children 

and contributes to high achievement.” 

 

(SIAMS Inspection Report, October 2016) 

 

 

 

 

Visits and visitors are arranged to support the children's learning, often inspiring 

‘Stunning Starts’ or ‘Marvellous Middles’ within our topic learning journeys.  Visits include 

local places such as Chennells Brook as well as further afield to places of interest such 

as Lewes Castle, Shoreham Lighthouse, Amberley Working Museum, The British Museum, 

The Science Museum, and Pulborough Brooks. Visitors enhance the curriculum greatly – 

we welcome historians who bring history alive, artists, storytellers and musicians. Year 6 

pupils have the opportunity to attend a residential visit to a working farm at the Out of 

Town Centre in the New Forest, and Year 5 participate in a three day watersports 

course at Southwater Country Park. 

 

All classes work towards a ‘Fabulous Finish’ to their learning journey. This is a culmination 

of all that they have learned and is shared with an audience, often parents or pupils 

from other year groups. Memorable Fab Finishes include a whole school museum 

looking at life 100 years ago, a beach party, and performances of fairy tales from 

Reception.   

 

The school offers opportunities outside lesson times for pupils to attend clubs and 

enrichment activities. These vary across the year and include sports clubs such as 

netball, football, athletics, karate, stoolball and gymnastics. Other clubs include French, 

Go Wild outdoors, dancing, choir, country dancing and chess.   As well as the school 

having specilaist music and Spanish teachers, pupils are able to take instrumental 

lessons through West Sussex Music and with independent music teachers. Currently 

children may learn violin, flute, guitar, piano, keyboard, ukulele and harmonica in 

school. 

 

“All Saints has gone beyond expectations for us. She is very happy in school                

and enjoys everything!”                            (parent survey comment) 

 

 
 



Early Years 

 

“Children become excited about their learning and they engage enthusiastically                  

with a range of adult-led and child-initiated activities.”                                                    

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

The Reception Year is the final part of the Early Years Foundation Stage which begins 

from birth. When children join the school in Reception they follow a curriculum which 

builds on their pre-school experience and progresses towards achievement of the early 

learning goals for the end of the Early Years Foundation Stage. This offers an education 

through a range of stimulating, creative and challenging activities focused on  

 the prime areas of learning - communication and language, physical development, 

personal, social and emotional development 

 

 the specific areas of learning - literacy, mathematics, understanding the world, 

expressive arts and design 

 

 the learning characteristics - playing and exploring, active learning, creating and 

thinking critically 

 

The Reception unit is purpose built with its own secure outside area. Children learn 

through planned purposeful play and through a mix of adult-led and child-initiated 

activity. 

 

 

“We have noticed a huge difference in his confidence and independence.  

                        A fantastic foundation for the future.”       (Parent comment) 

 

 
 

Each child has a Learning Journal which captures their experiences and successes 

across the curriculum. We encourage children to share their Learning Journals with 

parents to talk about, and reflect upon their learning.  

 
 



English 

The teaching of literacy permeates all areas of the curriculum. High quality texts are 

used to enhance and lead cross-curricular learning. We provide a variety of 

experiences which meet the needs of the objectives of the National Curriculum for 

English and develop the children’s confidence and skills in:  

 speaking and listening 

 writing for a purpose in a range of styles and to a variety of audiences 

 reading, for both understanding and enjoyment 

 spelling, grammar and punctuation to produce clear, well-structured pieces of 

writing 

 producing fluent, joined, legible handwriting  

 

Reading Discovery workshops are a regular feature in each classroom, promoting 

quality ‘book talk’ and providing children with the opportunity to respond to their 

reading.   The structured reading programme centres around the Oxford Reading Tree 

scheme and also draws from a range of other books. Children are encouraged to read 

at home and will have either a guided reading book and/or a school library book to 

take home to support this aim.  

 

Structured phonics is taught from Reception using a combination of the Jolly Phonics 

approach with Song of Sounds.  Pupils use their phonic knowledge to learn to read and 

write, and they experience a progressive spelling programme as they move through the 

school. Practical activities embed grammatical understanding and spelling skills in a fun 

and engaging environment. 

 

The Learning Zone is used as a learning resource centre where the children can 

develop library skills. They have access to a range of fiction and non-fiction books, 

magazines, and the internet. We aim to encourage a life-long love of reading for both 

enjoyment and information. 
 

All Saints School places a high value on promoting quality writing through the use of 

stimulating texts. Throughout the academic year, the children will be introduced to a 

range of narrative, non-fiction and poetry texts, developing their language and 

providing a model for their own writing. Through learning effective skills of composition, 

activities are built around a purpose, to give children a reason to write and a link to real 

life experiences. 

 

 

 

 

“Staff use texts from different genres to 

inspire and motivate pupils to write in 

different ways.  Work in books shows 

thoughtful planning, creativity, stamina 

and enjoyment. 

These improvements are helping to 

further raise the standard of written work.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Mathematics 

Throughout the school we aim to equip the children with mathematical skills which will 

be of use to them in everyday life. Through guidance from the new primary maths 

curriculum we aim that all children will: 

  develop mental and oral skills in numeracy, through daily practice in a structured 

maths lesson 

  be able to select the appropriate materials and mathematical processes for a task  

 develop the ability to estimate, whether in measurement or calculations 

 develop their own approaches to calculating and recording,  be able to interpret 

their work and communicate their reasoning to others in a variety of ways 

 develop a positive attitude towards mathematics through practical activity, 

explanation and discussion 

 develop the ability to think clearly and reason logically, with confidence and 

independence of thought 

 develop an awareness of maths in the world beyond the classroom 

 be able to select from a range of resources, including computing, to support their 

learning   

 understand and appreciate the relevance of mathematics across all areas of the 

curriculum. 

 Solve a variety of real life and open ended problems 
 

“Attainment in mathematics is consistently above national average” 

(OfSTED inspection March 2016)  
 

Staff have received training in the use of Numicon; a set of resources which assists 

children to develop mathematical skills and deepen understanding. Children enjoy 

being challenged to apply their Maths skills to solve the ‘Problem of the Week’ which 

relates to the wider learning journey.  Parents are supported with current approaches 

through a leaflet to illustrate our methods of calculation from Reception to Year 6. 

 



“We are very happy with the way the school delivers the curriculum and places 

importance on the education of the whole child, not just academic progress.”          

(Parent survey comment) 

 

 
 
Computing 

Children are surrounded by technology from a very early age; our computing 

curriculum aims to provide children with an understanding of how this technology works 

and how it can be used safely, responsibly and effectively. 

 

Whilst children are taught discrete computing skills, such as designing and writing 

programs, information technology is also used widely across the curriculum in order for 

children to find, exchange and share information, and review, modify and evaluate 

their work. 

 

We aim to enable all children to use IT with confidence and purpose so that they 

become digitally literate, equipping them with the skills to utilise technology to fully 

develop their learning and express their ideas clearly and coherently. In order to 

support this aim, children are encouraged to think about how, and when, devices 

including desktop computers, laptops and iPads can be used to support their learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Staff and pupils acknowledge each other’s 

different strengths and attributes 

and listen respectfully to each other’s 

contributions. There is a strong culture 

of learning from each other.”  

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Science 

Science stimulates and excites pupils’ curiosity about the world around them and 

satisfies this curiosity with knowledge. The children’s practical experience poses 

questions that science aims to answer, and the learning is divided into working 

scientifically, with the three areas of life processes, materials, and physical processes.  

 

Investigations include:  

 classifying and identifying 

 fair testing 

 pattern seeking 

 exploring 

 investigating models 

 making things / developing systems 

 

The children’s previous knowledge is built upon, providing a scientific framework for 

their understanding of everyday and global issues. Understanding is skills-based and 

largely developed through investigation. 

 

 

 
 

 

Personal, Social, Health and Citizenship Education 

Our school is committed to the development of the whole child through a programme 

that incorporates elements that address personal, social, health and citizenship 

education. We aim to promote considerate and healthy life styles, alongside good 

choices. This is approached through: 

 promoting, demonstrating and rewarding positive behaviour 

 developing understanding about healthy food and exercise 

 inviting people such as the schools’ police liaison officer to talk with children 

 using the Achievement Assembly to celebrate social skills as well as learning. 



 

The school operates a team system where pupils belong to a colour team (red, blue, 

green, or yellow). Pupils are awarded Dove points by staff for making good choices 

and the points are collected by the team. Dove points are totalled each week and the 

winning team receives a special reward at the end of term.  A ‘top table’ is awarded 

each Friday to the group who have gained the greatest number of awards in a week 

during lunchtime. Its décor is changed regularly; the children enjoy surprises arranged 

by the midday meal supervisors. 

 

Health also includes Relationships and Sex Education. All staff are involved in planning 

and delivering the programme, with any issues that arise being handled sensitively, 

whether in a class, group or individual situation.  

 
“Our son’s progress is a credit to the school and teachers.  

We are over the moon with his achievements. He has enjoyed his time at All Saints  

and will always have great memories.”            (Parent comment) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Memorable experiences in worship 

and Religious Education enable 

children to explore their own faith and 

the faith of others.” 

 

(SIAMS Inspection 

Report October 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Religious Education and Collective Worship 

The staff of All Saints School supports Chichester Diocese in sharing good practice with 

other schools with regard to the teaching of RE and the effective delivery of collective 

worship. We teach RE in an enjoyable and meaningful way, and children are 

encouraged to respond in a variety of creative ways.  

Our strengths in this are reflected in: 

 the Christian ethos and attitudes encouraged by the school which are guided 

by core Christian values 

 our daily acts of collective worship 

 the teaching of RE in lessons and the creative responses to learning 

 the celebration of the main Christian festivals 

 visits made by local clergy 

 visits to and links with the local churches and community 

 

All Saints CE (Aided) Primary School lays the foundations of religious understanding.                

In line with the Diocesan guidelines, the school educates pupils in Christianity, promotes 

tolerance and fosters positive attitudes towards the religious beliefs and practices of 

others. Judaism is introduced as the second religion of the curriculum at Key Stage 1, 

while at Key Stage 2 the children explore Judaism and Islam. 

 

 
 

“You are keen for both staff and pupils to express their thoughts 

and feelings freely. Creativity and Christian values combine in the pupils’ ‘Spirited art’ 

displays. Pupils’ paintings express their beliefs about God, aided by annotations 

which explain their thinking.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

The school is linked with All Saints Church, Roffey. Fr Russell, and church leaders from 

other local churches, visit school to lead collective worship each week. All acts of 

worship promote Christian knowledge, faith, ethics and behaviour, and are planned 

across a term.  A lunchtime club (JAFFA – Jesus, a friend for all) enables children to 

have fun and explore the Bible and the meaning of its teaching through drama, song 

and art. 

 

While children can be withdrawn from RE and worship, they cannot be withdrawn from 

the Christian ethos of the school. 



Geography 

Geography gives children the opportunity to develop an appreciation of the world we 

live in and a desire to care for it. Geography is taught using an enquiry and skills based 

approach. Children are provided with opportunities to: 

 investigate and use the school environment 

 learn about the features of the local area 

 contrast Horsham with different localities in the UK and across the world 

 ask questions and develop understanding of the world around them 

 learn to read maps and atlases 

 experience fieldwork studies 

 develop their understanding of a sustainable environment. 
  

“We didn’t know learning could be so much fun!”               (Parent comment) 
 

 
 

History 

History is prominent across the curriculum and taught with a cross-curricular approach.  

Children are encouraged to become historical detectives and to develop their curiosity 

of the past. Children are taught how to: 

 develop knowledge and understanding of people, events and contexts from a 

range of historical periods 

 use correct historical terminology 

 understand historical chronology, concepts and processes 

 ask and answer historical questions 

 evaluate historical evidence and understand why there are different interpretations 

of the past 

 think critically and draw their own conclusions from a range of historical evidence 

 take an active role in their learning based on enquiries, problem-solving and 

independent activities 

History is made meaningful through the children discovering both their own family 

history and that of their local area. They also enjoy learning about aspects of history 

through drama, role-play, school visits and visitors. Pupils leave All Saints School with not 

only well developed historical knowledge and understanding, but also with an ability to 

investigate, consider, reflect and review the events of the past. 

 

“My child has been inspired by the learning themes”   (Parent comment) 



Music 

Music plays an important part in the life of the school. We have a specialist music 

teacher and pupils enjoy creating and sharing music, and learning about a range of 

musical styles. Our aim is for all children to: 

 listen to a variety of music 

 appreciate music 

 sing confidently 

 compose creatively 

 play percussion instruments 

 perform before an audience 

 record their compositions. 

 

We aim to provide opportunities for children to learn a range of musical instruments.  

The children enjoy singing, and have the opportunity to join a singing group in school. 

End of year shows combine music, drama and dance, and a whole school Carnival 

celebrated all these creative and expressive skills.    

 

 
 

‘Creativity pervades the school.                                                                                                           

This is illustrated by magnificent displays which celebrate pupils’ work, and also the 

imaginative approaches used to help pupils learn well.’    

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

Design Technology 

Design Technology encourages children to consider how things work and how they are 

constructed. Children have the opportunity to explore materials and design and create 

products to solve real-life problems. They are taught how to use tools in a safe and 

effective manner and how to evaluate their product. Design Technology fosters 

children’s creativity and imagination and develops their problem solving skills. 

When using Design Technology skills, the children have the opportunity to work with a 

range of materials including: 

 textiles, food,  wood,  card,  clay 

 recycled and mouldable materials 

 electrical circuits 



Art 

Our aim is to help each child to develop 

their unique artistic view, expressing their 

ideas and feelings through developing skills 

in a range of media. These include: 

 pencil 

 paint 

 chalks and pastels 

 collage 

 sculpture 

 printing. 

 

The pupils are taught how to use these 

media and to evaluate their work, 

considering the effects conveyed. They 

study artwork by artists both past and 

present to enrich their own experiences. 

Their own sketchbooks become a personal 

record of art, design, skills and reflection. 

We enjoy exciting whole school art events 

and displays that we share with parents to 

celebrate learning. Art is combined with 

many other subjects for enrichment. 

 
 

 

Physical Education 

At All Saints we recognise the contribution of PE to the health and well-being of the 

children. We believe that an innovative, varied PE curriculum and extra-curricular 

opportunities have a positive influence on the concentration, attitude and academic 

achievement of all our children.  

Through Physical Education, we aim to ensure that all pupils: 

 Take part in a broad range of physical activities 

 Are physically active for sustained periods of time 

 Engage in competitive sports and activities 

 Lead healthy, active lives 

The children take part in a variety of activities including gymnastics, games, dance, 

athletics and swimming. Through participating in physical activities the children develop 

skills of planning, performing and evaluating. The children have opportunities to 

participate as individuals, in groups, and in teams in order to gain a positive regard for 

sport for leisure and pleasure.  

 

We actively promote sport through providing a range of extra-curricular activities. These 

include, football, multisports, netball, gymnastics, karate and athletics. Each year 

attainment in athletics and physical activity is celebrated through Sports Day, and 

pupils are selected to compete against other local schools. 

 

 

 

 



“It is great that the school achieves high standards in competitive sports as well as 

everything else!”          (Parent comment) 

 

 
 

 

Spanish 

Pupils learn Spanish from Year 3 to Year 6. They become familiar with the sounds and 

written form of a new language, and develop basic linguistic skills. Through these 

lessons pupils also increase their cultural awareness by learning about different 

countries and their people. We seek to develop the following skills: 

 

 listening and speaking 

 reading and writing skills 

 knowledge about how language works 

 exploring the lives of others in different countries. 

 

 

 

Forest Schools 

Forest School is an exciting educational programme to encourage and inspire children 

through positive outdoor experiences. Children enjoy the freedom to explore and 

experience the natural world in all weathers and develop an understanding and care 

for their environment. There is a dedicated ‘Forest schools’ area beyond our orchard 

where children learn skills such a fire-lighting and using woodland tools.  We also use 

local woodland to further enhance the experience. 

 

‘I thought Forest School was an amazing opportunity to get used to the outdoors and 

learn new skills’ reflected a Year 5 pupil. As a result of attending Forest School pupils 

develop communication, problem solving and team skills, risk management in a safety 

aware context and improve their self-esteem.  ‘I really enjoyed Forest School because it 

lets you become closer to nature and helps you make new friends,’ said a pupil at the 

end of their Forest School programme.  



 

“You have introduced new ways to check how well pupils are progressing in reading, 

writing and mathematics. This helps you to plan lessons carefully and identify pupils 

who may be falling behind so that you can provide well-targeted support.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

Special Educational Needs and Disability 

Class teachers initially identify pupils who would benefit from extra support and aim to 

provide this through targeted support in class. Where extra help is needed pupils 

receive small group and/or individual support from the Teaching Assistants and 

Learning Support Assistants. Individual Pupil Profiles identify targets to improve progress 

in learning and/or behaviour, and are agreed and shared with parents/carers, with a 

supportive programme put in place. Targets and plans are reviewed regularly with all 

concerned to ensure appropriate support and progress for pupils. A range of 

interventions is used by the school to support pupils. Links between home and school 

are very important as this enables the children to progress more effectively 

 

Outside agencies are used to give advice over specific needs. These currently include 

the Inclusion Support Team, Speech and Language Therapy Support, and the school’s 

Educational Psychologist. The Special Educational Needs and Disability Co-ordinator 

(SENDCo) liaises with families, teachers and outside agencies to provide the most 

appropriate help within the resources available. 

 

 

“Pupils who have special educational needs or disability are making 

good progress.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

 

Pupils with disabilities 

Arrangements for pupils with 

disabilities are tailored to meet 

individual needs, and the school’s 

Inclusion policy supports integration, 

preventing pupils from being treated 

less favourably than other pupils. The 

school has an accessible toilet, 

together with shower facilities, and 

the paintwork throughout the school 

is two-tone to assist the visually 

impaired.   

 

 

 

Able pupils 

Able children are identified, and 

suitable activities and programmes 

developed for extension within the 

class curriculum. Children are 

encouraged to participate in 

enrichment courses to develop and 

challenge their abilities. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Homework 

Doing some work at home helps children 

to develop important skills. Young 

children are encouraged to share a 

book at home for short periods of time. 

As children become ready they will 

bring home activities linked to reading, 

spelling, other literacy work, and 

mathematics when it is appropriate. 

Research into topic areas may also be 

encouraged. In Key Stage 1 the 

average time spent on homework 

should be approximately one hour a 

week and in Key Stage 2 we suggest 

approximately one and a half hours.  

Activities are provided to support and 

extend the work done in the classroom. 
 

 

 

 

 

Behaviour 

The school aims to provide a happy, safe and pleasant environment where all 

members of the community are treated with respect. The school bases its approach to 

promoting positive behaviour through our Christian values such as Truth, Service, 

Compassion, and Peace. 

 

We encourage good manners and foster a positive attitude to learning by 

commending positive behaviour, effort and achievement through a consistent system 

of rewards. Friday Achievement Assemblies offer an opportunity to recognise 

achievement in both learning and behaviour. The whole school community bases its 

approach on the phrase    “Do the right thing at the right time.” 

 

Pupils in all classes support each other and explain to their learning 

partners how to tackle a problem or make suggestions about how to improve 

their work. This dialogue is conducted sensitively and exemplifies the culture 

of the school which encourages adults and children to try something different, 

trust each other and not to worry if it is not fully successful first time.                                     

Pupils show high levels of resilience.’”        

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 

 

Any incidences of bullying are dealt with initially in a caring and sensitive manner by the 

appropriate member of staff. Unacceptable behaviour is referred to the Headteacher 

and parents of the children are called in to discuss an agreed way forward. Our 

Behaviour Policy ensures a consistent approach throughout the school. 

 

“All Saints provides a caring, friendly, professional commitment to learning.” 
(Parent survey comment) 



 

Parent Teacher Association 

The Parent Teacher Association provides money to purchase extra items for the benefit 

of the children and has collected funds to provide classroom resources to support 

Reading and Maths, iPads, cycle storage, adventure play apparatus, interactive 

whiteboards, classroom furniture, and outdoor games walls.  In 2016 a significant sum 

was given to support the creation of a modern learning zone based upon design 

themes created by the children. 

 

All parents automatically become members and the committee is elected annually. 

The PTA organises a number of social and fund-raising events throughout the year for 

children and adults. These include popular children’s discos, Christmas entertainment 

and Christmas Fairs, and the Summer Fair.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

The Grounds and Outdoor Learning 

The grounds are a focus for learning, with children planting and tending food crops, 

creating large scale sculptures, and building an eco-friendly greenhouse out of 

recycled plastic bottles. They generally manage and improve the environment. New 

adult helpers are always welcome! 

 

A sensory garden, growing plots and allotments are provided for each year group.                

A quiet garden area in the playground has been developed. There is a natural pond 

with access for pond dipping, with a wildlife area around the oak tree. There is a willow 

dome and orchard of fruit trees which were planted by the children. 

 

In 2017 we added an outdoor classroom and mud kitchen through the support of Tesco 

Bags for School. 

 

 



 
The Friends of All Saints School Fund 

All Saints CE Primary School is a Church of England Voluntary Aided School which 

means that the school is aided by local and central government, but that the 

Governing Body is responsible for a considerable part of the cost of providing the 

school buildings, and maintaining and insuring them. Parents are therefore asked to 

help by making a voluntary contribution payment to the fund, and the Governing Body 

suggest a figure per child annually. The Governing Body operate a scheme for 

contributing through Gift Aid. 

 

 

Charging Policy 

We wish to offer the children a wide range of activities and sometimes it is necessary to 

seek voluntary contributions from payments to support these activities. In line with the 

provisions for charging and with LA Policy, when such activities are planned, an initial 

letter will be sent to parents explaining the nature of the activity and stating it cannot 

be funded without voluntary contributions. It will be made clear that the activity will not 

take place if parents are reluctant to support it. Children will not be treated any 

differently according to whether or not their parents have contributed. The Governing 

Body propose that there will be remission of charges for families where there are special 

circumstances, after consultation with the Headteacher. 

 

 
 

 

Safeguarding 

All Saints School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children 

and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment.  This means that we 

have a Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy and procedures in place.  All adults 

who work or volunteer in school must ensure that they are aware of these procedures. 

Parents and carers are welcome to read the policy on request.  

Sometimes we may need to share information and work in partnership with other 

agencies when there are concerns about a child’s welfare.  We will ensure that our 

concerns about our pupils are discussed with his/her parents/carers first unless we have 

reason to believe that such a move would be contrary to the child’s welfare. 

All adults working with children in our school are required to have a satisfactory 

Disclosure and Barring check. 



 

 

 “Parents, staff and pupils are united in their view that pupils are safe in school.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

School Meals 

Hot meals are provided in school by 

Chartwells. The meals are tasty and 

nutritious and can be booked on line on a 

flexible basis. All pupils in Reception to 

Year 2 are entitled to receive a free meal 

under the government’s Universal Free 

School Meals policy. Children who do not 

take the hot meal option are asked to 

bring a packed lunch from home.  

 

The school promotes healthy eating by 

encouraging the children to bring a fruit 

snack  for morning break and having a 

water bottle available. Younger pupils 

receive fruit for afternoon break through 

the national Fruit for Schools scheme. 

 
 

 
 

 

“What we value about All Saints School is the Christian values, the strong and 

consistent leadership, a caring community that puts children first in everything.”   

(Parent comment) 



 

 

 

End of Key Stage 1 assessment results 2017 

Comparative Report 
 

 

 

 

This table shows the percentage of Year 2 pupils achieving the Expected 

Standard, compared to national results of 2016.  It also shows comparative 

information of pupils working at Greater Depth. 

 

The number of eligible children was 30. One pupil is equivalent to 3.3%  

 

 All Saints 

School  

  

Expected 

Standard 

National  

2016 

 

Expected 

Standard 

All Saints 

School  

 

 Greater 

depth 

National  

2016 

 

Greater 

depth 

Reading  87% 

 

74% 23% 24% 

Maths  83% 

 

73% 17% 18% 

Writing  77% 

 

66% 13% 13% 

Reading, Writing 

and Maths 

combined 

 

70% 

 

60% 

 

3% 

 

9% 

Science 90% 

 

82%   

Reading, Writing, 

Maths and 

Science 

combined 

 

70% 

 

 

60% 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

End of Key Stage 2 assessment results 2017 

Comparative Report 
 

 

 

 

This table shows the percentage of Year 6 pupils achieving the Expected 

Standard, compared to national results. 

 

The number of eligible children was 31. One pupil is equivalent to 3.23%  

 

 All Saints School National 

Reading test 

 
97% 71% 

Reading Teacher 

Assessment 
94% To be confirmed 

Maths test 

 
94% 75% 

Maths Teacher Assessment 

 
94% To be confirmed 

Grammar, punctuation and 

spelling test 
94% 77% 

Writing teacher assessment 

 
77% 76% 

Reading test, Writing TA 

and Maths test combined 
74% 61% 

Reading, Writing, Maths 

Teacher Assessment 

combined 

71% To be confirmed 

Science Teacher 

Assessment 
84% To be confirmed 

 

 
“Attainment at the end of Key Stage 2 is consistently above national levels in reading, 

writing and mathematics.” 

(OfSTED Inspection Report March 2016) 
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